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1. INTRODUCTION
• Some speech energy is more important to intelligibility than other energy

(Mandel et al., 2016)
• Can we find the important regions without using expensive human effort ?
• We propose the Bubble Cooperative Network (BCN), which can predict

important areas of individual utterances directly from clean speech
• Important regions are those where noise is disruptive, so the BCN aims to

add as much noise as possible (presumably in unimportant regions) while
preserving recognition.

• The masks predicted by a single BCN on several utterances:
– Show patterns that are similar to analyses derived from human listening

tests that analyze each utterance separately
– Exhibit better generalization and less context-dependence than our previ-

ous approach

2. METHOD
Task : The Bubble Cooperative Network (BCN) aims to predict important areas
of individual utterances directly from clean speech

/AdA/ /AtA/
Human Machine Human Machine

Figure 1: Human-derived and machine-predicted importance regions, which have
full lightness in the HSV color space; transitioning to half lightness for completely
unimportant regions

Bubble Cooperative Network :

• Recognizer: predicts whether 2 utterances contain the same words or not
• Noise generator: takes clean speech as input and produces a mask that aims

to reveal as little of the speech as possible while still allowing the recognizer
to correctly identify the words spoken.
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Figure 2: Network diagram. In this example, word 1 is ‘aTa’ from speaker M5 and
word 2 is ‘aTa’ from speaker W5. The network successfully identified that the two
words are the same with prediction confidence 0.84 while the label is 1.

3. LOSS FUNCTION
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• LD(y, ŷ): recognizer loss (cross-entropy)
• Mθ: The output of the mask generator, with parameters θ
• ∆f and ∆t represent the first difference along frequency and time.
• λd, λn, λe, λf , λt are weights of different components of the loss function

4. DATASET
Utterances : in consonant-vowel & vowel-consonant-vowel format from Shan-

non et al., 1999. Vowels: A, i, u. Consonants: b, d, g, p, t, k, m, n, l, r, w, j, f, v, s,
z, S, D, tS, dZ. E.g.: Consonant-vowel: bA, bi. Vowel-consonant-vowel: AbA, ibi

Speakers : 4 men (M1, M3, M4, M5) and 4 women (W1, W3, W4, W5)
Data Pre-processing : Time domain signal is transformed into log-magnitude
spectrograms by short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a frame size of 64
ms and a hop size of 16 ms

Data : Pair of spectrograms (a word is represented by its spectrogram)
• Positive pair: match a word with the same word spoken by other talkers
• Negative pair: match a word with randomly selected non-matching words,

regardless of speaker (revised from the paper, which mentioned non-
matching words from other talkers).

Label : binary. Label 1 for positive pairs and 0 for negative pairs.
Example: bA (talker M1) - bA (M3) labels 1. bA - ZA labels 0

Training set : For each word, there are 3 positive pairs and 3 negative pairs.
Speakers M1, M3, W1, and W3 were used for the training set. Total 2880 pairs

Development and test sets : For each word, there is 1 positive pair and 1 neg-
ative pair. Development set: Speaker M4 and W4. Test set: speaker M5 and
W5. Both has 480 pairs

5. EXPERIMENT 1: RECOGNIZER
Task Train the recognizer to output 1 if it predicts the words in the pair are the
same and 0 otherwise.

Features Log-magnitude spectrograms with 2824 frequency bands and 94 time
steps (stacking the real and imaginary matrices on top of one another)

Network configuration In experiment 1, the BCN only includes the recognizer
without the generator.

Recognizer parameters : have 2 LSTMs with 200 hidden units each and 1 MLP
with 2 hidden layers consisting of 100 units each, the learning rate = 6× 10−5,
batch size = 24, and the dither noise a = 0.05.

6. EXPERIMENT 2: RECOGNIZER + GENERATOR
Task Generator: add as much noise to the speech as possible. Recognizer: gains
high classification accuracy. Thus, the BCN finds the mask revealing as little
information as possible while allowing the recognizer to identify the speech.

Network configuration The generator is added to the recognizer trained in
experiment 1 while the recognizer parameters are frozen

Generator Parameters : The generator that minimizes the loss (1) on the de-
velopment set: 1 LSTM with 100 hidden units, the gain A = 4.0, λd = 2.0,
λn = 1.1, λe = 0.05 λf = 20, and λt = 0.03753.

7. RESULTS
1. Recognition accuracy (%) for the BCN

Name Model Train Dev Test Note

Exp 1 Recognizer 89.1 85.4 84.0 No noise
Exp 2 Recognizer + Generator 88.5 84.8 83.8 97.7% noise

2. Compare /AdA/ and /AtA/ between human and machine
• Similar:

– Both importance is high during and around the stop and burst of the
consonant in the areas between the first 2 formants.

– Both show importance for the lowest frequencies around the fundamen-
tal, although for humans this only appears in /AdA/.

• Different:
– Machine: smaller noise-free areas in high frequencies, human: larger

frequency range. Could be artifact of bubble shape used with humans.
3. Compare the masks predicted for /idi/, /udu/, and /AdA/ by machine:

/idi/ /udu/ /AdA/

• The mask generator reveals specific regions during the vowels that differ
between them, and a region at the beginning of the second syllable around
1300 Hz for all 3 vowels. They additionally all include some revealed
regions during the stop burst.

• The mask generator reveals a relatively large proportion at the ends of the
utterances with little speech energy in certain cases. This lack of speech
energy might be informative, for instance, it might help to distinguish the
vowel /i/ from /u/ and /A/.

4. Other examples:
/zu/ /su/ /mu/ /pu/ /ku/

/ju/ /yu/ /wu/ /ru/ /lu/

8.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Conclusion: The machine

– Show patterns that are similar to analyses derived from expensive
human listening tests (Mandel et al., 2016)

– Provide a single predictor for all words
– Produce more general predictions of speech importance that are not

dependent on the specific context of the choices offered to the listener.
Future Direction:

– Analyze more sophisticated ASR systems
– Use mask generator as data augmentation focusing on noise robustness
– Adapt approach to human listeners, make ASRs focus on cues impor-

tant to humans, hopefully improve ASR noise robustness
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